Overview of New Look Search
The Oliver v5 the new look Search interface allows you to browse for items by presenting you with
targeted suggestions for your reading in a colourful and engaging presentation that is similar to
other online experiences.
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Overview

The Browse Page suggests items based on your reading history as well as those that are new,
popular, highly rated by other borrowers in their Book Reviews or recently returned from loan.
The Search Page includes all the power of the Classic Oliver v5 Searching options including Predictive
Text, Faceted Search, Advanced Search and Federated Search but now presents the results in a more
accessible format with links to other related items.
The Search Results Basket allows you to gather the items that you want so you can then Reserve,
Request or Print a list.
The Reading Lists Page gives you access to curated lists of items that have been prepared by library
staff.
The News Page is equivalent to the Home Page in Classic Search but now includes new features to
make it even easier for library staff to create a dynamic and flexible layout.
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Browse Lists
The Browse Lists page displays five Sliders displaying thumbnail images of items that might interest
you.







Because you Borrowed – Items that are related to your previous borrowing.
Note: This Slider only displays if you are logged in to Oliver.
New items – Items recently added to the library catalogue;
Highly rated – Items with high Book Review ratings from other Borrowers;
Popular – Items that have been borrowed frequently;
Recently Returned – Items that have just been returned from being borrowed.

You can see more items by clicking the arrows at the end of the Slider to scroll the display.

You can tell if an item is available for loan from the availability icon shown on the thumbnail image.
Available
Available in another Branch
Not available

Click a thumbnail image to show more information about an item.

Click the Title or the thumbnail image to display full details of the item.

Click the Back to previous page link to return to the Browse List page.

Basic Search
Basic Search allows you to search for items by entering words. Oliver v5 searches for the most
suitable items based on the words you enter. The Basic Search option is available at the top of each
of the new look Search pages.

Type words into the
box at the top of the page. As you type, Oliver shows a
prediction list of words and phrases that match what you have typed. For example, when ‘gold’ is
entered, Oliver v5 suggests these terms:

If one of the terms in the Prediction List is more appropriate than what you typed, click on the
predicted term to search using it instead. Otherwise, click the
button to search for the term
you typed.
The Results screen will be displayed showing the items that match your search.

From this screen you can:
1. Perform a Faceted Search by refining the search further. You can enter another search term
or filter the current results by an authority term like Author, Collection, Genre, etc.
2. Change the order of the results. The default order is by Relevance but you can also order by
Author, Classification, Popularity, Title and Publication Year.
3. View the results as a List instead of as Tiles.
4. Write a Book Review or read the reviews that others have written.
5. Drag items into Your Basket so that you can Print a list, Reserve or Request the items.

Advanced Search
The Advanced Search screen allows you to combine many terms to refine a search and return only
the results required.

Search other Sources and Federated Search
The Search other Sources page allows you to search for results from information sources external to
your own library. The sources can include:




Other Oliver Libraries;
Searching sites with a compatible interface;
Databases and encyclopaedias.

The library staff will need to configure access before the other Search sources will be listed and
some Search sources require payment for a subscription. Oliver supports a wide range of connectors
to other Sources and more are being added all the time.

Reading Lists
Library staff can create curated Reading Lists of items targeted to specific curriculum requirements.
The Reading Lists can be grouped together using Parent and Child linking to make individual Reading
Lists easier to find. A Reading List can also be highlighted with an icon to give a visual cue to the
content of the Reading List.

If you click on one of the covers from the Reading List, more information about that title will be
displayed.

News
The News page is the equivalent of the Search Interface Home Page in Classic Search. Library staff
can configure this page with a range of Information Boxes to publicise aspects of the library that
they want to promote.

With the new look Search, the creation and management of Information Boxes has received a
makeover so that the process is now much easier and more flexible than it was with Classic Search.
You can now:





Interactively position Information Boxes by dragging them on the screen. Previously the
boxes were positioned by row and column numbers;
Make an Information Box any size or shape. Previously the boxes were automatically sized
within columns;
Drag and drop an image into an Image Information Box. Previously you had to browse for
the image file which you can still do if you wish.
Resize and position an image in an Image Information Box by dragging on the screen.
Previously this process was much more complicated.
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